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tend to form impurity states.[@Takeda95a] After deposition of the Ru layer, the impurity states occupy a half-filled $d$ band,
and the impurity states are shifted up by the induced spin splitting.[@Vanko99] The size of the impurity band for the impure
rutile phase is $-0.5$ eV, which corresponds to the $d_{xy}$ orbital of Ru. Therefore, the band centers of the
Ag$_{0.4}$Ru$_{0.6}$ impure rutile phase are $-0.26$ eV and $-0.46$ eV, respectively. The magnitude of the impurity band
of AgRu is smaller than that of rutile, and the negative band center is smaller than that in rutile. This suggests that the band
center of the AgRu impurity band is closer to that of the surface of AgRu. ![\[Lip\] (a) [**L**]{}$_{111}$–[**K**]{}$_{\rm
t}$ and (b) [**L**]{}$_{111}$–[**K**]{}$_{\rm c}$ energy surfaces for the pure ($x=0$) and AgRu impure ($x=0.2$) rutile
phases in a vacuum. $y$ and $z$ represent the Burgers vectors along \[111\] and \[001\] directions, respectively. The
$\Gamma$–[**L**]{} direction indicates the projection onto the [**L**]{}$_{111}$–[**K**]{}$_{\rm t}$ plane of the
\[111\] Burgers vector.](fig04a.eps "fig:"){width="8.5cm"}![\[Lip\] (a) [
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Features Recordings Playback: Two time-stretched playback modes mean you can listen to a song as it's being recorded, or
replay your files at 2x speed or even faster. The new ID3 and Genius search engines make finding songs that much easier.
Effects The effects section is where most users can really shine, putting on their own cool look and feel for their performance.
Check out the new Giga Bass Vibe and the fun Bass Boost Vibe. Create videos and DVDs where the quality is only limited by
your imagination. Tools Atomix VirtualDJ Pro 5 lets you use music theory and modern creativity to transform your tracks into
new and exciting effects. Tune your tracks to the pitch accurately with Realtime Pitch Detection. DJ Tools With the new DJ
Tools, you can create amazing effects, but also build a new track in seconds. Whether you like the soft, pink, acoustic strings on
your song, or you want to turn it into a sci-fi rockin' ballad, you can now do it all. Songs With the new Song Browser, you can
build a complete music collection with the song titles, as well as the instruments the songs feature. Playlists The new playlist
feature lets you organize your songs into playlists, where you can create your own mixtapes. Now you can take your entire
library and quickly create playlists and play it back like a DJ. Tracks With the new Track Editor, you can cut, copy, paste, and
select tracks, move them around, flip them, mute them, put them on loop, and even combine them into a single track.PinkNews
Exclusive Call Us Now: 0203 061 6210 The script of a new Brexit Party video that was going viral was revealed by Guido
Fawkes. As seen by the Mirror, the video shows an elderly man wearing a Gary Lineker shirt asking a hospital receptionist to
help him ‘live to 85’ after he is hit by a bus. A nurse tells him that since he turned 85, the man is free to leave hospital. The
woman in the video says: “Apparently you are now free to leave this hospital”. If that’s your advice to the man, it’s not actually
legal. Under the General Dental Council’s code of professional conduct for f678ea9f9e
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